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To: mucommander-dev@googlegroups.com

Subject: Request for participation

Content:

Hello everybody,

first of all let me introduce myself. My name is Th omas Tunys and I am actually pursuing a 

Masters degree in Computer Science on Faculty of El ectrical Engineering,

Czech Technical University in Prague (Department of  Computer Science and Engineering).

Among the subjects I have in the current semester t here is one called "Open Source 

Programming" and as well as other parts, there is a  compulsory part - to participate 

on an open source project of our choice. I think of  yours 'muCommander' as far the best open 

source file manager I have seen and I would love to  participate on it.

What I want you to help me with

===============================

- try to find me a wanted feature not yet implement ed in the muCommander, that you find 

important or interesting (I think of one or two imp rovements that you may find interesting),

- let me know how do you manage the code of the pro ject (how it goes with commits and other 

things). I have managed to import the project from the SVN repository into the Eclipse IDE.

Important dates (connected to my subject)

=========================================

3rd of March 2011 - The presentation of setting to lecturer (mission), which should contain:

 * assignment(s) agreed by comunity.

 * the implementation.

 * the verification.

 * acceptance by project member(s)

My assignments have to be completed till 29.4.2011.

Brief info about me

===================

Bachelor's degree in Software Engineering (2010, li nk to my thesis: 

"https://dip.felk.cvut.cz/browse/pdfcache/tunystom_ 2010bach.pdf").

I find myself skilled in c, c++, c#, and java and I  am particularly skilled in work with 

Java Text and Table components.

So if you could assign me appropriately complex tas k(s) (or let me choose on my own from the 

bug/issue tracking system) which could help the com munity I would be most gratefull. 

Please only keep in mind I have quite strict deadli nes.

I am looking to hearing from you soon.

Best regards,

Thomas "Monkeybrain" Tunys

tunystom@fel.cvut.cz
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